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Executive Summary
Business expenses related to travel and entertainment (T&E) encompass
8%-to-12% of the average organization's total budget, forcing executives to
implement next-generation strategies and solutions for driving down
operational costs and improving visibility in both processes and spending.
Automation and T&E expense management tools have proven to drive
tremendous value from a complex spend category that grows more
strategic in nature each year. However, for the average organization, shifting
from a manual program to technology-fused processes may result in
unwanted corporate headaches as solution selection project managers
survey the vendor landscape for an ideal enabler.

Solution Selection Guide
The Solution Selection Guide is
meant to be perceived as an
operational guidebook for
building a solution selection
program, developing enterprise
requirements and
understanding the scope of
technology available in the
marketplace.

The T&E Expense Management Solution Selection Guide is a handbook for
organizations that are embarking on the solution selection journey to
replace traditionally-manual capabilities or move to an updated technology
platform. This report will help guide those executives tasked with leading a
solution selection program on the necessary components for building an
effective team and understanding the technological landscape of travel and
expense management solutions.

Solution Selection Guide Structure
The T&E Expense Management Solution Selection Guide utilizes the following
aspects to help organizations undertake the solution selection journey:
•

Links to Best-in-Class organizations and how these top-performing
companies are actively leveraging specific components of technology
to improve their T&E expense management programs

•

End-user case studies from organizations that have embarked upon
the solution selection journey

•

A full breakdown of how an organization's solution selection team
should be structured (members, roles, and responsibilities)

•

Analysis of the necessary requirements that must be built into a
solution selection program's vendor / provider matrix

Required Actions
In addition to the specific recommendations in Chapter Five of this guide, to
effectively manage the T&E expense management technology solution
process, companies must:
•

Focus on the big picture; how will this technology selection affect
the greater organization for years to come?

•

Emphasize the team-building components of the solution selection
program

•

Underscore the criticality of next-generation solutions, such as
integration, mobile applications, and analytics
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Chapter One:
Understanding T&E Expense Management
The modern organization leverages business travel for a plethora of
corporate objectives, including sales outreach, customer development,
executive meetings, and supporting the notion of global business. However,
expenses related to business travel and entertainment encompass anywhere
from 8%-to-12% of the average enterprise's overall expense budget, a factor
which is actively forcing organizations around the world to reevaluate
existing strategies and capabilities for gaining control over T&E spending.
Although program improvements and unique strategies are prime
foundations for continued T&E expense management success, it is the
advent of automation, technology, and next-generation solutions that link
processes and drive ultimate value.

Fast Facts
√ Expenses related to T&E
account for 8%-to-12% of
the average organization's
total budget
√ The Best-in-Class travel and
expense management
program relies on several
key solutions that enhance
and support greater T&E
expense management
objectives

T&E Expense Management: A Primer
Modern travel and entertainment expense management involves a series of
processes that begin the moment that an employee or executive begins to
create an expense report from a business trip. These processes are outlined
below:
•

Travel-booking (including travel authorization)

•

Expense report creation

•

Expense report submission

•

Approval workflow

•

Reimbursement scheduling (and reimbursement)

•

Back-end analytics / reporting

Similar to other traditional enterprise functions, like accounts payable (A/P)
or accounts receivable, expense management is often thought of as a "backoffice" series of processes without much value. However, the March 2012
T&E Expense Management benchmark report found that the vast majority of
organizations (nearly 80%) viewed this function as moderately-to-highly
strategic in nature, further progressing the evolutionary notion of strategic
travel and expense management.
With this notion in the minds of organizations across the globe, a proper
and effective foundation for T&E expense management must be built to
effectively enhance processes and improve performance. To truly drive
strategic value from this complex spend category, enterprises must reduce
expense-processing costs, improve compliance to corporate policies /
guidelines, increase the rate of business travel spend under management and
ultimately drive clear visibility into spending, suppliers and functional
processes.
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Evolving Business Pressures and Organizational
Priorities
Similar to any other corporate business function, travel and expense
management program executives face a series of pressures and challenges in
the pursuit of effective T&E expense management. As detailed in Figure 1,
organizations (now realizing the strategic value of this category) are focused
on building the groundwork for efficient processes within programmatic
capabilities, visibility, and intelligence.
Figure 1: Expense Management Priorities for 2012

Source: Aberdeen Group, February 2012

When compared to the organizational priorities of years past, the T&E
expense management category has undergone an interesting evolution: they
now understand that the improvement of all processes related to this
function, in conjunction with improving intelligence, can have significant
positive ramifications across the entire enterprise. Similarly, the T&E
expense management challenges outlined in Figure 2 hone in on the specific
items that need to be addressed in order to meet corporate objectives
related to this category.
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Figure 2: Top Expense Management Challenges / Pressures

Source: Aberdeen Group, February 2012

With travel budgets reaching pre-economic downturn levels, more and
more employees (and executives) have the ability to travel for business
development. Increased travel translates into a need to ensure that all
business travelers are actively adhering to corporate policies regarding the
selection of airlines and hotels (due to pre-negotiated rates with preferred
suppliers). Organizations are also focused on the reduction of expenseprocessing costs (a recurring theme in this research report) and the
improvement of visibility into a variety of aspects related to travel and
expense management.
In looking at the various business priorities and top challenges for the
modern organization, the average finance, procurement, or operational
executive must ask a single question: how can these items be addressed at
my company? To answer this question, we must look no further than the
strategies, solutions, and competencies inherent in the Best-in-Class T&E
expense management program.

The Best-in-Class T&E Expense Management Program
Top-performing enterprises in the T&E Expense Management research study
were noted for their superior performance across a series of key metrics
under the expense management umbrella. Best-in-Class enterprises have
driven:
•

60% lower expense-processing costs than all other organizations

•

A 43% higher rate of business travel spend under management

•

A 31% higher rate of corporate policy compliance
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Best-in-Class organizations have leveraged a multitude of attributes to
enhance their T&E expense management programs; one major pillar of the
Best-in-Class program is reliance on key technology solutions (Figure 3).
Figure 3: Best-in-Class Technology Utilization

Source: Aberdeen Group, February 2012

The Best-in-Class travel and expense management program relies on several
key solutions that enhance and support greater T&E expense management
objectives, all of which will be explained in detail in this report:
•

Full expense management automation (expense creation to
reimbursement)

•

End-to-end automation (full expense management automation and
travel-booking capabilities)

•

Automated analytics / business intelligence

•

Integration with key internal systems

•

Mobile travel and expense management applications / portals

In addition to the above technology types, this report will also highlight the
growing significance of cloud-based deployment and how it differs from
traditional, on-premise deployment.

A (Short) Manifesto on the Value of Technology
As we will learn throughout the course of the T&E Expense Management: A
Solution Selection Guide report, selecting and implementing a technology
solution for this category is not as simple as finding a solution and
automating processes. The solution selection journey of the modern
organization involves a series of questions that must be asked of several key
internal stakeholders (an aspect that will be discussed in the following
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chapter) and effective planning to select and deploy the most appropriate
technology solution for T&E expense management.
However, before embarking on the solution selection journey, an executive
(and his / her team) must be aware of the value of technology in this space.
Aberdeen research has found that the automation of T&E expense
management (and related) phases has proven to:
•

Reduce expense-processing costs by 50%-to-60%

•

Improve compliance rates by over 35%-to-40%

•

Link processes across a centralized, standardized system that can be
accessed across all business units, divisions and locations

•

Provide robust visibility into various areas of T&E expense
management, including suppliers, spending, ROI, ramifications on
internal projects, and effects on the corporate budget

Organizations that first understand the value of technology, automation, and
outsourced solutions for T&E expense management can then begin the
multifaceted process of building a business case, culling a team that consists
of key internal stakeholders, and creating a complex list of requirements
needed in the ideal solution.
Case Study
For a mid-market manufacturer, processes related to T&E expense
management were once disparate and decentralized. The Director of
Business Travel, who spearheaded the organization's efforts to
standardize the program, tackled the notion of automation as one of the
initial items when building the new initiative.
"I think we all knew that, at some level, automation was needed for our
immature program," he said. "We were processing such a significant
amount of expenses per month that the return would be nearly
instantaneous."
Although the company took over seven months to properly select a
provider of travel and expense management automation, the Director of
Business Travel believes that the time was warranted. "We were moving
from a mainly-manual set [of processes] to one that would be supported
by technology at every step of the game. We needed to know that our
chosen provider would support radical change within our company."
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Chapter Two:
The Solution Selection Program
The crux of any solution selection journey is the establishment of an
internal team that can effectively understand the complex requirements of
the entire organization, communicate these requirements to key decisionmakers and ultimately execute a solid recommendation for the ideal T&E
expense management solution.

Fast Facts

This chapter will highlight three main components of the idyllic solution
selection program:

√ Solution selection project
managers must leverage the
feedback and concerns of
key internal stakeholders in
building organizational
requirements for a vendor /
provider matrix

•

Identification of necessary members and aspects of the team tasked
with supporting the solution selection process

•

Organizational requirements that a new solution must meet to
effectively improve / enhance the company's management of T&E
expenses

•

Attributes of outreach to identified solution providers (including
request-for-proposal (RFP) aspects)

√ The solution selection team
should consist of both
primary / core and
secondary / support teams

Who's On Our Team?
For the average organization, tasking a single person with designing the
business case for travel and expense management technology and
undertaking the journey by himself / herself is an exercise in futility. An
effective solution selection program must be supported by a multi-member
team that consists of representatives from a variety of internal divisions.

Building the Team
Evaluating the vendor landscape and finding a solution that meets an
organization's requirements will necessitate that the solution selection team
consist of a primary / core group of stakeholders (Table 1):
Table 1: Primary / Core Team Member Requirements
Role

Responsibility

Project Manager

Oversees every phase of the solution selection
journey, manage expectations, create business case,
lead creation of enterprise requirements, etc.

IT Lead

IT executive that understands technological
requirements of the organization's internal systems

System Administrator

Provides intelligence on how internal systems are
currently managed and how a new solution may
affect current processes

Procurement /
Sourcing

Understands spend management requirements and
can lead discussions of travel and expense
budgetary items
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Project Change

Tasked with change management / change controls,
requests for addition of expense categories,
payment models, etc.
Source: Aberdeen Group, August 2012

While the core team, detailed in Table 1, will hold the main responsibility
for managing the solution selection process, a secondary / support team is
also required to provide targeted information for financial, card, travel, and
other requirements (Table 2).
Table 2: Secondary / Support Team Member Requirements
Role
Finance

Responsibility
Support core team with corporate budgetary
information

Card Program
Director

Provide requirements for enterprise corporate
card utilization

Travel Program
Director

Deliver requirements and information regarding
travel-booking capabilities, as well as intelligence
regarding policies / guidelines

Treasury
Sales Director

Support core team with relevant information
related to total corporate budgets and aspects of
the "financial ecosystem" (trade finance, payments,
banking, etc.)
Provide intelligence regarding the link between
business travel and business development
Source: Aberdeen Group, August 2012

In addition to both the primary and secondary solution selection teams, the
project manager should also oversee recommendations, requirements, and
suggestions from stakeholders across the entire organization. While
representatives from each division may muddle the objectives of the core
team, it is imperative to include the thoughts from all enterprise units to
effectively understand the implications of travel and expense management
technology. Other stakeholders that should be considered can include:
operations, human resources, engineering, product development,
administration, supply chain management, and marketing.

Goals and Objectives
Quite simply, the major objective of the solution selection team is to
effectively select, implement and deploy an automated technology solution
for travel and expense management that will enhance processes, support
the requirements of key internal stakeholders and ultimately drive
corporate value. However, the team itself should be aware that while this
main objective should always be ever-present, team-specific goals must also
be top-of-mind during this journey:
© 2012 Aberdeen Group.
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•

What are the shared goals of the team? Each stakeholder on the
primary and secondary team has something to gain from this
solution selection process.

•

What's the end-game? What are the specific rewards that the
organization as a whole can gain from a new solution?

•

How can we mitigate the risks of moving to an automated system
(whether it is a replacement journey or a first-time use of
technology)?

•

Communication, communication, communication. Ensure that all
members of the team are communicating on a regular basis, with
critical issues escalated to the very top if the internal timeline is in
jeopardy.

•

Which performance areas are a "must improve" for our company?
Are our costs too high? Are business travelers failing to book travel
in line with corporate policies? Do we have an appropriate (and
actionable) level of intelligence into suppliers and spending?

•

Maintain high expectations for the solution selection process. The
ultimate result of this team's journey will have significant
implications for the entire organization.

The project manager must oversee all communication-related aspects for
the team, including holding weekly meetings, sending bi-weekly or monthly
summaries of team-related activity to all interested internal parties, as well
as providing a central location for presentations, vendor scorecards, and
requirement matrixes (i.e. corporate intranet).

Building the Requirements
Any new enterprise solution, whether it be an Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system or technology related to managing corporate events, must
meet a deep level of requirements that sit across a variety of business units
and divisions. The core / primary and support / secondary solution selection
teams must spend a significant amount of time early in the selection journey
building a vast list of requirements that meet the prerequisites for key
internal stakeholders, especially those who are going to use this system
regularly.
The primary solution selection team must gauge these requirements by
communicating regularly with stakeholders and including this information in
an ever-changing spreadsheet (or central file) that will eventually be finalized
before reaching out to prospective vendors and solution providers. The
following sections will detail the critical areas that must be captured in any
requirement matrix.

Internal Spending on T&E-Related Expenses
Expenses related to travel and entertainment encompass 8%-to-12% of the
average organization's total budget, forcing the solution selection team to
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fully-understand how this spending is categorized. The project manager
must leverage the information provided by travel and finance managers /
directors to measure the exact breakdown of the following items:
•

General travel / T&E (one-off business trips)

•

Non-travel expenses (software, supplies, equipment, etc.)

•

Conferences and seminars

•

Training / education

•

Customer / client visits

Solution Requirements
Developing a complete list of requirements for the new T&E expense
management solution by the project team is essential. These requirements
fall across a series of categories that touch crucial organizational divisions,
their intentions with a new solution, content-specific requirements and
long-term areas that must be supported with technology.
Table 3: Sample of Requirements from Internal Units / Divisions /
Functions
Category
Financial

Requirements
Audited statements to gauge financial health of
prospective solution

Global Capabilities

Ability to support a specific number of users, tax
requirements, alignment with auditing expectations,
alignment with corporate footprint and ability to
support global locations

Service /
Implementation

Time-to-implementation, implementation processes
/ phases and breadth of training materials

IT / Technology

Technology-specific requirements (HTML, Java,
development aspects, double-byte character
support, etc.), long-term roadmap, offline access,
shared / separate aspects (profiles, administrative
functions, etc.) and hardware infrastructure

System and
Communication

Support of multi-language capabilities, autotranslation, customizable home screen by region /
division, automated workflow notices and ability to
generate automated mass-email communication

Administration

Configurable by region / business, expense type
approvals, thresholds, allowances, dedicated system
administrator on the vendor side, etc.

Data / Reporting

Ability to load and store key employee data,
support for contractors / consultants (third
parties), encryption and security, ability to integrate
data / information with internal systems / tools and
automated expense / travel guidelines
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Corporate / T&E Card

Support for all standard card data, pre-population,
integration with expense management system,
compliance to PCI standards, consolidated data
feed and multiple card reconciliation

Integration

Ability to integrate feeds and information with
Customer Relationship Management (CRM), ERP,
payroll, events management, card systems and
human resources systems

Security and Hosting

Global implementation support, data retention
policies, data transfer security, safeguards, privacy
of sensitive / financial data, disaster recovery plan,
etc.

Business Travel

Pre-trip authorization (duration, destination, etc.),
link to expense report fields, population from
travel-booking into expense system, comparisons
to booked travel, etc.

Expense Reports

Expense types, itemization, preferred lists, policy
enforcement, defined header fields, smart creation /
editing, link to corporate card data, list of all
available global currencies, link from cash advances,
VAT support, number / names of attendees at
business meals, car / mileage configuration, receipt
status, electronic receipts, etc.

Mobility

Ability to book travel on smartphones / tablet
devices, digital recognition for receipts, link to main
system, itinerary management (changes, status, etc.)
and access to real-time information / intelligence /
data

Payment /
Reimbursement

Support for all payment types, customized and
aligned to the organization's existing systems, etc.
Source: Aberdeen Group, August 2012

The table above is meant to be a sample of requirements that should be
discussed when building a list before vendor / solution outreach. Based on
the size and existing technological prowess of an organization, fewer or
additional requirements may be necessary in defining conditions for T&E
expense management solution selection.

Vendor Outreach
When the project manager has completed the requirement-building
exercise and ensured that the primary, secondary and stakeholder groups
have provided input, the process of both measuring the capabilities vendors
and reaching out to solution providers can begin.

The Matrix and RFPs
From the complex list of requirements built during the initial stages of the
solution selection process, the core / primary team will now be tasked with
developing a "wish list" of vendors / providers in the T&E expense
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management space. This list can be built with the assistance of third-party
research firms, market-sizing or by leveraging the expertise of both internal
and external experts within the space.
Most solution selection programs will include a list of 15-to-20 technology
providers during the pre-requirement-building phase. This list can be
expanded before designing a vendor matrix. The vendor matrix, often
developed in a spreadsheet or similar file, can be pre-populated based off of
information gleaned before sending out request-for-proposals). Complex
RFPs will ask vendors targeted questions based off of the requirements list
built during earlier phases of the solution selection process.
The vendor matrix often utilizes a score-carding system that allocates points
based off of not only capabilities of the targeted solution providers, but also
assigns points if vendors offer functionalities that are "must have" or "ideal"
to the solution selection team. Extra points can be allocated for features
that may not be necessary, but can enhance existing processes or offer a
platform for next-generation strategies.

"The Shortlist" and Internal Presentations
It may take a period of weeks or months to fully-evaluate the vendor matrix
and understand the offerings available in the T&E expense management
marketplace. The core / primary team must ensure that a "shortlist" of four
or five solution providers can satisfy the long-term needs of the organization
for managing T&E-related expenses.
Once the shortlist has been identified, representatives from each vendor
will be invited to present to members of the primary solution selection
team. Key follow-up questions about the requirements list or capabilities
that may be top-of-mind:
•

How long will it take to implement this solution across the
organization based on their experience and case studies for
organizations of similar size?

•

What recommendations does the provider have in regards to easing
the transition from either manual methods or an existing solution to
the new platform?

•

How will this solution support the notion of strategic travel and
expense management?
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Case Study
The Global Expense Reimbursement Manager for a large, global hardware
manufacturer had already been utilizing an end-to-end travel and expense
management provider for automating this category. However, believing
that there might be advantages in moving to a new solution, the Manager
spearheaded a solution selection processes to begin evaluating other
potential solution providers.
"It's a mentality within our organization that critical processes be
automated," she said. "Travel and expense management impacts all of our
employees around the globe. They expect us (the solution selection
team) to have a formal program and engage them throughout the
process."
The initial stages of the solution selection journey were quite complex.
Serving as project manager, the Global Expense Reimbursement Manager
collected feedback, requirements, concerns and other critical items from
nearly 100 key internal stakeholders and built a two-tiered solution
selection team. She enlisted the assistance of key executives on her core
team and set a wide range of goals:
•

Clear communication between team members

•

Escalation of critical issues as they arise

•

Shared risks and rewards from selecting a new solution

•

Ensuring that the incumbent provider had the ability to respond
to new requirements

•

Support the notion of consistent enhancement of processes via
automation

The most difficult component of the solution selection journey? "Selling
the entire business case is the hardest aspect," she said. "We're talking
about millions of dollars here, and it's a long path to getting senior
management to tell us to pull the trigger."
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Chapter Three:
Understanding Technology Types and
Deployment Options
The selection of travel and expense management technology is founded on a
multi-faceted series of requirements and concerns built by the internal
solution selection team with the assistance from key internal stakeholders.
Organizations that are searching for initial automation or replacing an
existing solution must be well-versed in not only the technology types
available in the market, but also the deployment options that can affect the
efficiency of technology within this space.

T&E Expense Management Technology Types

Fast Facts
√ Major T&E expense
management technology
types include automated
travel-booking, full expense
management automation and
end-to-end solutions
√ T&E expense management
technology is deployed via
on-premise / installed, cloudbased or hybrid deployments

The solution selection journey, as stated throughout this guide, is not a
simple process; members of the primary solution selection team must
balance their stakeholders' many requirements with the internal needs of
the organization to find an ideal fit. This section will identify the major
technology types within the T&E expense management category.

Automated Travel-Booking
Booking travel for a business trip is often the first component of T&E
expense management. For the average organization, travel-related expenses
encompass the vast majority (60%-to-80%) of reports that pass through the
expense management system.
The travel component of contemporary T&E expense management is often
where an organization's program can either flourish or perish due to
inflated costs. Travelers are presented with a variety of options for airfare
and lodging, many of which have been built (with the assistance of the
procurement / sourcing team) around a preferred method with major
suppliers to capture discounts.
The average organization experiences a constant battle within the
compliance arena; for the typical enterprise, anywhere from 25%-to-40% of
travel is booked in a non-compliant manner. Automated travel-booking can
help business travelers stay in-policy and make more financially-sound travel
choices. Automated travel-booking also offers:
•

Full itinerary management

•

Integration with expense systems for easier report creation and
access to critical data

•

Integration with third-party travel planners and travel management
companies (TMCs)

•

Capabilities to book airfare, ground transportation (train and rental
cars) and lodging

•

Policy-driven controls
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•

Online and offline booking

Expense Management Automation
Manual expense management processes involve paper-laden functions and
simple spreadsheets; this form of expense management is wrought with
inconsistencies, human errors and inflated costs to process expense
reports. Auditing and compliance-tracking are left to the eyes of managers
and directors.
Expense management solutions offer a fully-automated platform in which
users can create and submit electronic expense reports; these reports are
then funneled through an approval workflow processes where they are
reviewed and approved (electronically) by appropriate managers, directors
or executives. These expenses are then scheduled for reimbursement via
payroll systems, direct deposit, Automated Clearing House (ACH) or
manual checks. Expense management automation offers:
•

Fully-automated expense-reporting (creation, submission, approval
workflow, etc.)

•

Invoice and receipt management

•

Automated auditing procedures

•

Configurable policies / guidelines

•

Tracking of billable and project-specific expenses

•

Pre-trip authorization

•

Integration with existing enterprise systems (ERP, CRM, etc.)

•

Automated feed from corporate and T&E cards

End-to-End T&E Expense Management Technology
To most organizations, T&E expense management boils down to two major
aspects: business travel and their related expenses. Organizations utilizing
both automated travel-booking and expense management automation are
already miles ahead of their technologically-inclined peers: they are able to
speed up processes (including expense approval and reimbursement),
improve compliance rates and enhance control over T&E-related spending.
However, another technology type, end-to-end solutions, offer both
automated travel-booking and expense management automation together
under a single, unified platform. These solutions offer:
•

Integrated travel and expense management automation (travelbooking and automation of all expense management processes)

•

Full analytical suite to provide actionable intelligence and data

•

Integration with CRM, Human Resources (HR), ERP, financial and
other enterprise systems

•

Automated link to mobile applications and portals
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Best-in-Class organizations are nearly 60% more likely to leverage end-toend solutions than all other companies. Aberdeen research has also found
that users of end-to-end solutions have experienced 55% lower expenseprocessing costs and 37% higher rate of corporate travel policy compliance
than organizations not currently utilizing this technology.

Deployment Options for T&E Expense Management
Solutions
The strongest point of commonality between T&E expense management
technology and other enterprise solutions is how these offerings are
deployed. Over the course of the past decade, three major deployment
options have been readily available to organizations across the globe: cloudbased technology (also known in recent years as software-as-a-service
deployment, installed or on-premise deployment, and a hybrid mix of both
cloud and on-premise deployment.)

On-Premise / Installed
On-premise and installed deployment of T&E expense management
technology involves an ownership of the solution that is hosted on the
organization's servers. Data related to the on-premise system is owned by
the organization. On-premise / installed offerings are more traditional in
nature and require that upkeep and system errors / outages be managed by
the organization's internal IT team.

Cloud / Software-as-a-Service
Cloud-based technology offerings have stolen the spotlight from their onpremise brothers in recent years. Why? No software or installations are
required on the part of the end-user to utilize cloud-based solutions; these
solutions are hosted by the software provider, forgoing the need for IT
support within the end-user organization.
Data is offered in a real-time capacity, and, similar to on-premise solutions,
can export information in a variety of customizable formats. Cloud-based
solutions are also accessible anywhere via an internet connection, helping
executives stay connected to the T&E expense management program even
when they are outside of the office.
Aberdeen research in 2012 has identified the cloud as the expected T&E
expense management technology deployment platform that organizations
will leverage within the next two years (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: T&E Expense Management Technology Roadmap

Source: Aberdeen Group, February 2012

In less than two years, the vast majority (73%) of organizations across the
globe will turn to either the cloud or a hybrid mix of cloud and on-premise
as their preferred deployment for T&E expense management technology,
primarily due to accessibility and flexibility. Cloud-based technology
eliminates some implementation cost issues and allows program executives
to focus on actionable strategies supported by automation.

Hybrid Deployment
Some organizations are in a state of flux with their technology dexterity; the
move to a fully-cloud-based solution may not be in the immediate roadmap
for T&E expense management. A hybrid deployment, a mix of both onpremise and software-as-a-service, can help organizations maintain the feel
of traditional installed software while leveraging the accessibility attributes
of the cloud.
Flexibility in deployment method should be a consideration for all
organizations conducting business on a global scale. As business
requirements and expense-related aspects vary over time, so may the
preferred delivery model for expense management technology.
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Chapter Four:
The Value of Analytics, Integration, and
Mobility
While most organizations will focus on items related to technology type and
deployment methods as part of their solution selection journey, with more
and more enterprises finding strategic value in travel and expense
management, it is imperative to look beyond traditional measures for tools
in this space. Next-generation enablers, such as analytics, next-level
integration, and mobile applications, are regularly leveraged by Best-in-Class
organizations to propel T&E expense management into a strategic realm and
drive continued value.

The Pillars of Best-in-Class Success
The 2012 T&E Expense Management research study identified a series of
pillars in which top-performing organizations were heavily-leveraging as a
foundation for their success within this category. Those pillars, including
data analytics and business intelligence, next-level integration, and mobile
travel and expense management applications, are critical items for
organizations to consider during their solution selection adventure.
Project managers should seek to understand how their prospective
providers support and enable capabilities specific to these pillars. The
following sections will classify three of these pillars and highlight the value
that each brings to contemporary T&E expense management.

Fast Facts
√ Best-in-Class organizations
support their T&E expense
management programs with
three critical pillars:
analytics, integration, and
mobility
√ Analytics and integration
have helped organizations to
drive visibility into T&E
spending and processes and
improved corporate
budgeting, planning, and
forecasting
√ Mobile applications and
portals put the power of
T&E expense management
technology directly into the
hands of business travelers

Data Analytics / Reporting / Business Intelligence
Only a half-decade ago, the top strategy enlisted by organizations in relation
to travel and expense management was to automate specific components of
this function. T&E expense management has evolved in such a way that
while automation is still a valid strategy (and the main reason for
undertaking the solution selection process), the real value in strategic T&E
expense management is leveraging data and intelligence into corporate
planning, budgeting, and forecasting.
Nearly 80% of organizations see moderate-to-high strategic value in
analytics for travel and expense management, and rightfully so: automated
analytics (a prime enabler in Best-in-Class organizations, as we discovered in
Chapter One) provide program executives with a variety of actionable
information.
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Figure 5: Aspects and Attributes of Best-in-Class Analytics

Source: Aberdeen Group, February 2012

The aspects of Best-in-Class analytics represented in Figure 4 have assisted
Best-in-Class organizations in gaining the necessary visibility and intelligence
into their T&E expense management. Reliance on analytics in gaining
visibility into the following items has improved the makeup of Best-in-Class
management of expenses:
•

By linking analytics to overall organizational intelligence, Best-inClass companies are ensuring that all executives in the corporate
office understand the value and ramifications of business travel. This
attribute also assists in pushing the T&E category into a more
strategic realm, and can help with gaining funding for technological
investments.

•

In the world of effective T&E expense management, spend
information is not the only critical factor to track and monitor via
analytics; Best-in-Class organizations are actively collecting and
analyzing information pertaining to traveler itineraries and the
frequency of business travel. This factor allows executives from all
divisions to know, in real-time, when their peers are in the area as a
means of collaboration, as well as helping to understand the top
destinations for all business travelers. Top-performing organizations
are also privy to how frequently their employees travel and the
effects of travel on the performance of those employees.

•

Best-in-Class companies regularly utilize analytics to uncover the
true Return-on-Investment (ROI) of corporate business travel. This
intelligence is especially crucial when executives are planning,
budgeting and forecasting for the future.
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Organizations embarking on a solution selection journey should expand
their current list of requirements to include specific items related to
analytics and business intelligence. Aspects to consider include:
•

Does the solution offer capabilities to tap into data to pull
information related to spend components, such as suppliers,
frequency of travel, and expense categories?

•

Will a prospective solution be able to link intelligence from the T&E
expense management system to corporate business budgeting,
planning, and forecasting?

•

Is the information culled from the solution's analytical platform
actionable? Can procurement executives utilize this intelligence to
improve supplier management? Can financial executives accurately
plan for the future based on current travel data?

Next-Level Integration
When the average organization thinks of integration, they often tie this
thought to traditional integration between expense management systems
and other internal platforms, such as payroll, A/P or corporate cards. While
integration with these systems is a vital component of a modern solution
within this space, enterprises across the world are instituting next-level
integration with systems outside of this classic scope.

CRM Integration
Best-in-Class companies are nearly 46% more likely than others to integrate
CRM with expense management systems. With the majority of business
travelers residing on the sales team, there is strategic value in linking a
system that sales reps use so often with the enterprise’s travel and expense
management program.
CRM and T&E expense management integration presents a simple platform
that can help an enterprise improve compliance, drive visibility, and
encourage collaboration within a social atmosphere.
The T&E category encompasses a generous portion of a company’s total
budget, and within many organizations, it is the sales staff that is driving the
bulk of business travel expenses. A connection or link between CRM and
expense management offers traveling sales executives the ability to easily
create and submit expense reports directly in their CRM solution that can
then be reviewed and approved by managers or directors. This integration
also helps executives understand the costs associated with specific service
projects and sales opportunities.

Events Management Integration
Best-in-Class organizations are 31% more likely than all others to integrate
meetings management solutions with T&E expense management systems;
this integration improves visibility into meeting-related travel, presents a
platform for attendees to book travel and register for a meeting in a simple
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and holistic process, and allows meetings management program executives
to have better control over travel and events-related spending.

Corporate Card Integration
Corporate card and expense management integration may not be
considered a revolutionary concept, however, it must be reiterated that this
simple link between these two systems pays off serious strategic dividends
across the organization. Corporate card integration enables the following
capabilities / attributes within modern T&E expense management:
•

Improved visibility into the global supplier base, including airlines
and hotels

•

Pre-population of expense reports from corporate card data feed

•

Enables a truly holistic process, from expense creation to expense
reimbursement

•

Enforcement of travel policies / guidelines

Project managers on the solution selection team must consider which
integrated aspects are crucial to their organization. The following items
should be pondered during the solution selection process:
•

Can the prospective solution integrate seamlessly with traditional
enterprise systems, such as ERP, A/P, payroll, and accounting
platforms?

•

How strong is the union between corporate card systems and T&E
expense management technology?

•

Will our sales team benefit from integration between CRM and
travel and expense management technology?

•

Do we conduct enough strategic meetings (conferences, training,
customer events, etc.) to warrant a robust link between T&E
expense management technology and our events / meetings
management program?

The Mobile Factor
Aberdeen research has tackled perhaps the most evolutionary aspect of
next-generation travel and expense management: mobile applications and
portals. Simply put, mobile apps / portals put the power of end-to-end
technology and expense management automation directly into the hands of
business travelers and executives via smartphones and tablet devices.
Mobile applications are offered via two main platforms: a dedicated
smartphone / tablet application (available through an application store such
as iTunes) or hosted on a mobile-enabled web portal that is easily accessible
on these devices. These apps / portals allow both business travelers and
executives to conduct travel and expense management activity directly on
their handheld hardware:
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•

Enter / edit new expenses

•

Approve expenses

•

Photograph / digitally-attach receipts

•

View travel itineraries

•

Conduct real-time reporting

•

View flight status

•

Automated receipt recognition (without manual entry by the user)

Mobile applications and portals, an emerging technology in its own right, are
evolving; some of these solutions offer the capability to book travel directly
on smartphones. This aspect can greatly benefit business travelers who
"live" on their handheld devices and spent the bulk of their productivity time
outside of the office.
Project managers on the primary solution selection team should consider
the following aspects of mobile applications and portals when evaluating
T&E expense management technology:
•

How secure is the company's data when presented / managed over
a mobile device or application?

•

What are the specific attributes of travel and expense management
that can be executed through a mobile app?

•

Is the mobile application / portal easily configurable to meet our
organization's specific requirements?

•

To what extent can our business executives view critical
information / data regarding T&E expense management spending on
their smartphones / tablet devices?
Case Study

For the Global Expense Reimbursement Manager of the large, global
hardware manufacturer (mentioned in Chapter Two's case study), there
was an inherent linkage between analytics, integration and mobility. "Our
employees never worry about the back-end of analytical capabilities," she
said. "They expect the data to be in there, and have it all reconcile back
to the general ledger."
continued.
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Case Study
She also added that the next-generation solution of mobility was a hot
"nice to have" item in a new solution. "Our business travelers want
mobility; they want very few clicks without keeping papers or receipts.
They want it all automated." She also stated that from the core solution
selection team's perspective, integrated systems (such as CRM, A/P,
payroll, events management, and corporate card systems) were a key
component of their requirements list.
"Many of our stakeholders beg for the data that can be generated from
tightly-linked integrated systems. It's significant for them to be able to tap
into that knowledge."
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Chapter Five:
Recommended Actions
The typical T&E expense management technology solution selection journey
is often fashioned with myriad twists and turns; a formal plan is required for
both small- and mid-sized businesses (SMB) and enterprise / large-sized
organizations to structure an effective solution selection program.
Organizations in both of these sectors should follow the below
recommendations in building their solution selection teams and
requirements:

Recommendations for SMB Organizations
•

If your organization is currently leveraging manual
processes for T&E expense management, understand that
the switch to an automated platform will have its bumpsand-bruises. Many employees will be accustomed to traditional
methods, so ensure that you discuss your intentions (as project
manager) before beginning the solution selection process.

•

Mix core and secondary team members into one unit. SMB
organizations may not need the complex layers of a dual-teamed
approach; project managers should select an ideal mix of high-level
executives, the CFO (or CFO-equivalent), purchasing /
procurement managers, and IT group members for their single
team.

•

Build cost and fee concerns into the requirements list.
Although enterprise-size organizations will obviously be anxious
about costs, they are working with much larger budgets than their
SMB peers for technology. SMB project managers should be aware
of costs / fees for travel-booking and other critical areas of T&E
expense management.

Fast Facts
√ A dual-team approach may
work best for enterprise-size
organizations
√ SMB organizations must prep
their stakeholders for how
technology will change the
way they manage T&E
expenses

Recommendations for Large Organizations
•

The solution selection program is only as strong as the
primary team. With the typical enterprise-size organization
evaluating the needs of hundreds of stakeholders, it becomes even
more critical for the core / primary to set the stage for the journey.
Ensure that the project manager is well-versed in travel, financial,
accounting, and human resources-related processes, and is
supported by a team that has ties to the executive boardroom.

•

Identify mobile as a next-generation enabler for long-term
success. It is no secret that manual-based processes for expense
management can (significantly) inflate costs for enterprise-size
organizations. Mobile applications / portals can assist in enabling
business travelers with a simple way of avoiding paper receipts and
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the hurried rush of filling out expense reports upon returns from
business trips.
•

Pressure solution providers during the outreach phase to
elaborate on their analytical and data reporting
capabilities. Big data is not just a fad; it is the future of complex
spend management. Project managers (with the help of both finance
and IT) must pressure solution provider prospects on the level of
intelligence that can be extracted from analytical functions and how
actionable that information can be in greater business planning.

General Recommendations and Steps-to-Success
•

Take your time...but do not wait too long. It is better to allow
time for the requirements phase to breathe than rush to compile a
list for the vendor matrix. Depending on the breadth of existing
T&E expense management capabilities, solution selection teams
should ensure that all key stakeholders have had an opportunity to
provide feedback on the impending technology selection. However,
be careful to not spend too much time dwelling on this phase;
businesses often experience significant speed / cost / compliance
upticks within just weeks of automating key processes for travel and
expense management.

•

Pit cloud and on-premise deployment against each other in
team meetings. While the cloud is certainly the hot trend for
T&E expense management technology, deployment options often
depend on the needs of the organization's many stakeholders.
Ensure that several team meetings are focused on the discussion of
these deployment options and which is the best fit.

•

Think about the future. Selecting a provider to automate travel
and expense management processes is a major decision for
organizations of all sizes and headcounts. Are the four or five
solutions on your shortlist supportive of your long-term roadmap
for the T&E expense management category? Does your organization
have customized functionalities with an incumbent provider that
may not be supported with a new solution? Set a path of ideals for
three years out and ensure that ultimate selection enhances those
ideals.
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Appendix A:
Research Methodology
Supporting data presented in the T&E Expense Management Solution Selection
Guide was culled from a benchmark research survey conducted between
January and February 2012, in which Aberdeen examined the use, the
experiences, and the intentions of 142 enterprises.
Aberdeen supplemented this online survey effort with telephone interviews
with select survey respondents, gathering additional information on T&E
expense management strategies, experiences, and results.
Responding enterprises included the following:
•

Job title: The research sample included respondents with the
following job titles: manager / general manager (37%); director
(22%); C-level (16%); SVP / VP (11%); and others.

•

Department / function: The research sample included respondents
from the following departments or functions: procurement, supply
chain, or logistics (23%); finance (15%); business development / sales
(13%); corporate management (12%); human resources (5%);
operations (5%); marketing (3%); and others.

•

Industry: The research sample included respondents from the
following industries: manufacturing (21%); software (11%); financial
services (10%); public sector (8%); transportation / logistics (5%);
retail (5%); and 25 others.

•

Geography: The majority of respondents (66%) were from North
America. Remaining respondents were from the EMEA (19%), AsiaPacific (10%) and South / Central America (5%) regions.

•

Company size: Forty-seven percent (47%) of respondents were from
large enterprises (annual revenues above US $1 billion); 27% were
from midsize enterprises (annual revenues between $50 million and
$1 billion); and 26% of respondents were from small businesses
(annual revenues of $50 million or less).

•

Headcount: Sixty-two percent (62%) of respondents were from large
enterprises (headcount greater than 1,000 employees); 19% were
from midsize enterprises (headcount between 100 and 999
employees); and 19% of respondents were from small businesses
(headcount between 1 and 99 employees).
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Appendix B:
Related Aberdeen Research
Related Aberdeen research that forms a companion or reference to this
report includes:
•

Strategic Meetings Management: A Handbook of Emerging Strategies for
the Next Generation of Meetings and Events Management; July 2012

•

T&E Expense Management and the Social Enterprise; June 2012

•

The Role of Mobile Technology in Modern T&E Expense Management;
June 2012

•

A View Into The Cloud: The Future of Expense Management; April 2012

•

T&E Expense Management in the SMB Sector; March 2012

•

T&E Expense Management: The Best-in-Class Pillars of Next-Generation
Expense Management; March 2012

•

Expense Management for Professional Services; January 2012

•

The Mid-Market Expense Management Program; September 2011

•

Mobile Technology: Filling the Gap in Modern Expense Management;
April 2011

•

Expense Management for a New Decade; February 2011

•

The State of T&E Expense Management; February 2010

Information on these and any other Aberdeen publications can be found at
www.aberdeen.com.
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